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Alone in the wilderness full movie

Billy Wilder's films gave us biting humor, bitter irony, unflanded comedy and darker black film. Born in a part of the Austrian Empire that is now Hungary, Wilder was a writer-director who fled the Nazis to become one of Hollywood's most celebrated directors. He has more than 50 films to his credit, with many undisputed classics among them. Known for his witty dialogue, tight plot and development of beautifully structured characters,
his films are the test of time. United Artists The last screw-up comedy, with Marilyn Monroe in her greedy stupid blonde, Jack Lemmon a delight in drag, and Tony Curtis making a dead impression on Cary Grant. The boys are on the lam of the crowd after witnessing the Valentine's Day massacre, disguised as ladies in a girls' orchestra. Funny, fast-paced and silly. You'll never forget Jack Lemmon's Daphne doing the tango with a rose
on her teeth. Some Like It Hot tops the American Film Institute's top 100 American comedies list. Universal Perhaps the greatest cinematic noir of all time, with Fred MacMurray cast against the guy as a weak-willed insurance researcher. He falls for sultry femme fatale Barbara Stanwyck as she pulls off a double compensation policy on her soon-to-be-late husband. Drawn by lust, greed and mutual corruption, these two are an
accident waiting to happen, and you can't look the other way. With Edward G. Robinson as Fred's only friend, an insurance man with integrity, not the most common gangster role of E.G. Paramount An acid taking on superficial self-consumption and the great delusions of Hollywood, Sunset Boulevard stars the goddaughter of the silent film Gloria Swanson as the goddaughter of the silent film She's gearing up for a comeback that will
never come and going fabulously crazy in her Gothic Hollywood mansion. William Holden plays his doomed concerto, setting the right tone as a narrator. The film begins face down dead, eyes open in the pool decrepit. Seamy, sordid and delicious. United Artists An offbeat love story with Jack Lemmon as the office nebbish who lends his bachelor pad to the high levels of the corporate food chain, only to find his married boss using it
with Shirley MacLaine, poor lift operator Jack has his heart set in motion. The apartment is a perfect indictment of the sexism, capitalism and empty corporate values of its time - cynical, tragic and daunting of one moment, funny and uplifting the next. It includes Fred MacMurray as the oily boss and My Favorite Martian Ray Walston in a fabulous supporting role. Paramount Seven at a World War II prisoner of war camp in Germany,
Stalag 17 served as inspiration for the hit TV comedy Hogan's Heroes, the film is much darker. A suspense drama with comic touches, it stars William Holden as a pow that somehow seems to work the food system and additional perks, and which comes under suspicion as a possible snitch. A watchable ensemble cast fills the barracks with this tragic and tragic event with director Otto Preminger in a performance as a cruel camp
commander. 20th Century Fox The film that gave us the iconic image of Marilyn Monroe in her white Halix dress, her skirt was blowing skyward down a passing train while on the subway grid. The wife and son of businessman Tom Ewell are out for the hot New York summer at a Maine resort, leaving him alone with his new upstairs tenant - Monroe - and the seven-year itch to stray. He is a splashy schmuck who may be imagining all
this, and she is a delicious, effervescent ditz who keeps her boys in the fridge and dips chips into champagne. Frothy, sophisticated, a little dated, and funny. Paramount A chilling and melodramatic exploration of alcoholism, with Ray Milland as a failed writer. The first film to take on alcoholism as a serious social problem, was shocking for its time and remains harrowing and disturbing. At the same time we feel sorry for the writer's
helpless, dodgy and disgusted addiction for his weakness. Based on a bestseller, The Lost Weekend has a strong supporting cast and a black and white cinematography. It is flawed only by its catchy happy ending that hindering rehabilitation and its toned subtext of the writer's bisexuality (made much clearer in the book). United Artists Another pairing by Jack Lemmon and Shirley MacLaine. This time it's Irma la Douce, the one with a
heart of gold on the streets of Paris, and he's the ex-cop who tries to keep her off the streets paying for her time - all the time. Lemmon is woebegone, MacLaine is matter of fact in this farce about love and jealousy based on a successful musical. It's a bit long and a touch risqué, still today, but still lovely. United Artists A judicial and whodunit drama based on a story by Agatha Christie, Witness for the Prosecution is lifted by the huge
performances of Marlene Dietrich and Charles Laughton. She is the wife of an accused killer and he is the celebrated lawyer who defends him in a story with plenty of plot twists and surprises. Light fare for Wilder, with a cheerful allegation at first asking the audience not to reveal the surprise ending, is an entertaining if somewhat static romp for two spectacular talents. Paramount A slight romantic comedy with Humphrey Bogart as the
New York businessman and William Holden as his much-married playboy brother, competing for the affections of chauffeur Sabrina's daughter - Audrey Hepburn, all grew up and returned from a Paris cooking school. Some find Bogart a little too old for the role, but it works in a film made when all three stars were at the peak of his fame and under Wilder's splendid direction. Elegant and sweet nature. The Battle of the Desert was
fought May 5-7, 1864, during the American Civil War (1861–1865). In March 1864, the Chairman of the Lincoln promoted Ulysses S. Grant to lieutenant general and gave him command of all union armies. Grant chosen to rotate Operational control of the Western armies to Major General William T. Sherman and changed its headquarters to the east to travel with the Army of Grand General George G. Meade of the Potomac. For the
upcoming campaign, Grant planned to attack The Army of General Robert E. Lee of Northern Virginia from three directions. First, Meade had to cross the Rapidan River east of the Confederate position at Orange Court House, before swinging west to engage the enemy. To the south, Major General Benjamin Butler was to advance against the peninsula from Fort Monroe and threaten Richmond, while to the west General Franz Sigel
lay waste to shenandoah valley resources. Badly outnumbered, Lee was forced to assume a defensive position. Unsure of Grant's intentions, he had placed Lt. Gen. Richard Ewell's Second Corps and Lt. Gen. A.P. Hill's Third Corps in earth movements along the Rapidan. First Corps Lt. Gen. James Longstreet was placed in the back in Gordonsville from which he could reinforce the Rapidan line or move south to cover Richmond.
General Robert E. Leeapprox. 61,000 men In the hours before the early hours of May 4, union forces began leaving their camps near Culpeper Court House and marching south. Divided into two wings, the federal advance saw Grand General Winfield S. Hancock cross the Rapidan at Ely's Ford before arriving at the camps near Chancellorsville around noon. To the west, the V Corps of Major General Gouverneur K. Warren crossed
pontons at Germanna Ford, followed by General John Sedgwick's VI Corps. Marching five miles south, Warren's men arrived at Wilderness Tavern at the intersection of the Orange Turnpike and Germanna Plank Road before stopping (Map). While the men of Sedgwick occupied the road back to the ford, Grant and Meade established their headquarters near the tavern. Not believing lee could reach the area until the end of May 5,
Grant intended to use the next day to move west, consolidate his forces and carry the IX Corps of Major General Ambrose Burnside. As Union troops rest, they were forced to spend the night in the Spotsylvania Desert, a vast area of thick, second-growth forest that denied the Union's advantage in labor and artillery. His situation was affected by the lack of cavalry patrols on the roads leading towards Lee. Alerted to the Union's moves,
Lee quickly ordered Ewell and Hill to begin moving east to face the threat. Orders were also issued for Longstreet to rejoin the army. As a result, Ewell's men camped out that night at Robertson's Tavern on the Orange Turnpike, just three miles from Warren's unsuscated body. Moving along the orange plank road, the men of made similar progress. It was Lee's hope that he could anchor Grant instead with Ewell and Hill to allow
Longstreet to attack on the union's left flank. A bold scheme required him to keep Grant's army with fewer than 40,000 men to buy time for Longstreet to arrive. Early on May 5, Warren saw approach the Orange Turnpike. Instructed to participate for Grant, Warren began to move west. Reaching the edge of a clearing known as Saunders Field, Ewell's men began digging as Warren deployed the divisions of brigante generals Charles
Griffin and James Wadsworth in the extreme. Studying the field, Warren found that Ewell's line extended beyond his own and that any attack would see his men indusiated. As a result, Warren asked Meade to postpone any attack until Sedgwick approached his flank. This was rejected and the assault went ahead. Surging through Saunders Field, Union troops quickly saw their right shattered by gunfire from Confederate flanks. While
Union forces had some success south of the pipeline, it could not be exploited and the assault was launched again. Bitter fighting continued to rage at Saunders Field as wadsworth men attacked through the thick forest south of the countryside. In the confusing fight, they went little better. By 3:00pm, when the men from Sedgwick arrived north, the fighting had been silenced. The arrival of the VI Corps renewed the battle when the men
of Sedgwick tried unsuccessfully to invade Ewell's lines in the forest above the field (Map). To the south, Meade had been alerted to Hill's approach and led three brigades under brig brigade general George Getty to cover the intersection of Brock Road and Orange Plank Road. Upon reaching the crossroads, Getty was able to fend off Hill. As Hill prepared to storm Getty seriously, Lee set up his headquarters a mile away in the back
of the Widow Tapp Farm. Around 4:00 p.m., Getty was ordered to attack Hill. Aided by Hancock, whose men had just arrived, Union forces increased pressure on Hill forcing Lee to commit his reservations to the fight. The brutal fighting broke out in the bushes until the night. With Hill's body at the point of collapse, Grant sought to focus the union's efforts for the next day on Orange Plank Road. To do so, Hancock and Getty would
renew their attack as Wadsworth driving south to attack Hill's left. Burnside's body was ordered to enter the gap between the turnpike road and Plank to threaten the back of the enemy. In the absence of additional bookings, Lee hoped to have Longstreet in place to support Hill at dawn. As the sun began to rise, the First Body was not in sight. Around 5:00 a.m., the massive Union assault began. Piercing the Orange Plank Road, union
forces overwhelmed Hill's men by driving them back to the widowed Tapp Farm. As confederate resistance was about to break, the main elements of Longstreet's body arrived at the scene. Quickly struck union forces with immediate results. Having disorganized during their advance, Union troops were forced to return. As the series of Confederate counterattacks progressed, including an attack flanked using an unfinished railway
grade, it forced Hancock to return to Brock Road, where his men entered. In the course of the fighting, Longstreet was seriously injured by friendly fire and taken from the Late in the day, Lee carried out an assault on Hancock's Brock Road line, but was unable to get through. At Ewell's front, Brigendian General John B. Gordon found that Sedgwick's right flank was unprotected. During the day he advocated a flank attack, but was
rejected. Towards nightfall, Ewell fell and the attack went ahead. Pushing through the thick brush, he shrugged off Sedgwick's right by forcing him back onto the Germana Plank Road. Darkness prevented the attack from being further exploited (Map). Overnight a brush fire broke out between the two armies, burning many of the wounded and creating a surreal landscape of death and destruction. Feeling that no additional advantage
could be had to continue the battle, Grant chose to move down Lee's right flank towards the Spotsylvania Court House, where fighting would continue on May 8. Union losses in the battle totaled about 17,666, while Lee's were about 11,000. Accustomed to retreating after bloody battles, Union soldiers cheered and chanted as they turned south as they left the battlefield. battlefield.
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